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In a parking lot. They helped me breathe life back into my life, not just the pages. It festers, ferments, repeats.
TM: Each of your books tackles language in completely different ways. Do you think women writers face a
different set of literary challenges than their male counterparts? She has been the co-editor of Northwest Edge:
Deviant Fictions and the editor of two girls review. His body was perpetually spit out from all the institutions
and social organizations that might have made a difference in his subjectivity. My dad would be leaving for
sea voyages, a thing that had always been very painful, and one day I just stopped crying completely. I am
endlessly interested in experiences that cause a crisis in representation â€” particularly physical and emotional
intensities that render us speechless. There was a topic or a theme ahead of time. Hence the loop throughout
this novel: The repeat. She covers up his abuse. I can see the places in my own prose where each of their
voices rose. In it, we can see most quickly how alike we are, how not alone. TM: Is there anything specific
that you recall in the editing process with Rhonda Hughes? Characters still emerged with stories to tell. Or
maybe I longed for it, long for it still. There is a story waiting to be born buried deeply down in all the layers
of a life. Art is a kind of cultural medicine. Did you approach this book in a different way? Let the work speak.
Which story should I tell to make a narrator etc. LY: YES! Diana pulled me aside after class and she said that
the fragments might be a book. My friend Meredith was a graduate student in the MFA program. AS: I am
interested in form and language. You will already have designed your central metaphors, whether you know it
or not. It is making art. You, or your character The Writer more accurately, also swiftly dismiss or declared
your suspicion of narrators and their unreliability for us. And yes, the Mingo is my first reader, always and
forever. The only thing that can do it is intense self-scrutiny coupled with the love and witness of other people,
and possibly also, God whatever that may mean. What is it about the male body that it is so readily used as a
weapon of violence against the female body and male body, but in this novel my focus is mainly on women?
You ponder. Everything he ever wrote and every moment of his life resisted conforming to anything else
around him. But I am a probably a weirdo and I recognize that the rest of the world may not share my literary
peculiarities. LY: I wish someone would have asked me what alternative sexualities I was scratching at as I
made my way through those body stories. Every single person in the writing group is part of this book. LY: I
see why you are saying that, but from my point of view, being in San Diego was revelatoryâ€”life
changingâ€”momentous for me.


